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Why ASIP?

In practice, the instruction in safety procedures that is prescribed

by law entails a high input of both time and organisational effort.

The instruction programmes are often not very effective and thus

fail to achieve the targeted level of protection. In any cases no

verifiable documentation exists.

Systematic Instruction in Safety Procedures

The interactive occupational health and safety portal ASIP has been purpose-developed

for systematic web-based instruction (WBI) in safety procedures. In particular contractors,

but also of company�s own employees.

ASIP carries out site-specific instruction in safety-related topics and can be used on-line

or on-site. The fact that this training is certified leads to manpower resources and greater

security in questions relating to legal liability.

Mode of operation

After a successful instruction a digital certificate is provided, to issue a personal safety

passport. This certificate can be printed out either by the tested person or on site by the

plant security.

At an integrated download-area additional documents like site plans, building site

orders, operating or process instruction, can be made available. Beyond that up to date

location information refers to special danger potentials.

Technology

ASIP is based on established web technologies such as XHTML, PHP, XML, MySQL and

Adobe Flash. ASIP can be set up in both, the Intranet and the Internet. Operation and

administration exclusively takes place via Browser. On the part of the client no installations

are necessary.
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Lutz Hobe, Head of Technical Equipment

at swb Erzeugung GmbH

"With the new solution we gain manpower

  resources and raise our safety standard

  with simultaneous efficiency control."

With ASIP it is possible to

integrate all commonly used

media such as:

texts / pictures / charts

overview plans

2D/3D animations

videos

audio / speakers

all kind of file types

All contents are capable of

expansion at any time and

can optionally be

independently updated.

4. PSA

3. Standort

Example application:

Besides instruction

in safety procedures,

up-to-date site

information and

documents are

available.

An interactive

visualisation of the

location explains

the fundamental

structure of the site.

Different danger

potentials are

described multimedia-

based. In this case

among other things

with the playing of

acoustic warning

sounds.

executable on any common Web-Browser

Frontend + Management via Browser

self-contained administer/expandable via CMS-Component

versionable



Due ASIP:

        higher instruction quality

        =  higher safety

We will be pleased to demonstrate

ASIP to you live.

ATO interactive GmbH

Agency for technologies in on-line media

Otto-Lilienthal-Straße 27

28199 Bremen

fon: 0421 / 59 66 78-0

fax: 0421 / 59 66 78-9

mail: kontakt@ato.de

web: www.ato.de

Facts:

site-specific safety-instuction

target group specific

location-independent sytem (Internet / at the site)

individual questionnaire

with certificate / safety pass

flexible und expandable

dokumented instructions

gain in manpower resources

increased security in questions relating to legal liability

economic attractive

www.arbeitssicherheitsportal.de

Flexible integration

Target group specific

Site-specific representation

The HSE-Portal is individually adaptable to your site.

More sites can be integrated at any time.

flexible integration in existing

system environments

for example specialists and executive staff,

employees, contractors, visitors...

mailto:kontakt@ato.de
http://www.ato.de
http://www.arbeitssicherheitsportal.de

